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 The present technique developed a transmissometer idea for intensity 

measurements in the ecosystem across an 80 cm distance. The method relies 

on the transmission of an optical or infrared (diode laser 785 nm) signal 

obtained on spectrum analyses (ocean optics HG4000) received signal from 

the laser under unique conditions (light dust, heavy dust, and waterdrops) at 

a short distance. Thus, this approach is useful to measure the intensities of 

the laser beam and locate the visibility measurements of laser 

transmissometers in the rain and special care to the dust. The results showed 

that heavy dust enhanced the visibility measurements for distinct intensity 

distributions between showers and dust. Since light and heavy dust within a 

single transmittance can easily cover the entire runway visual range (RVR) 

range for a brief period, visibility measurements were crucial. The full-scale 

value corresponds to infinite visibility for heavy dust (0.8611) and minimum 

visibility for drop rain conditions (0.01073). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Changes in signal transmission over short distances under climatic conditions like high dust and rain 

were necessary because of recent climatic shifts in our region and the rest of the world. Recent moderate 

climatic fluctuations necessitate a thorough scientific investigation of how the environment affects 

communications and the transmission of optical indicators over long and short distances. Aerosol is a 

dispersion of tiny solid or liquid particles in the atmosphere [1]. The front-end units and components needed 

to implement them, as well as the design studies and simulation model of a digital fiber communication 

system employing (optisystem.10), are all examined. The system is configured to its best advantage using the 

laser transmitter's (1310 nm and 1550 nm) [2] wavelengths as input power (dBm), the optical fiber's (SM and 

MM) cable types as channel length (km), and the (return to zero (RZ) and non-return to zero (NRZ)) 

modulation and demodulation schemes to maximize spectral efficiency and power efficiency by encoding 

information. These settings are then analyzed to determine how they affect the receiver's signal quality  

[2], [3].  

It discusses the types of fibers used in the optical fiber communication system as well as the basic 

communication concept. Several fundamental ideas have been clarified that will impact the system's 

effectiveness. Addition, an aerosol in the atmosphere is concentrated enough to be seen. Although the 

particles are too minute to be seen individually, they nonetheless work to limit the viewing field. Dust is an 

exceptional powder made up of very small portions of earth or sand [4]. Additionally, fringe visibility is 

generally recognized as one of the key factors impacting how accurately interferometers measure [3]–[30]. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Atmospheric visibility descent is essential environmental trouble in China because of the massive extent of 

aerosol emissions [31]–[36].  

The atmospheric visibility and turbulence optical meter (AVTOM) use a transmission technique to 

simultaneously measure the atmosphere’s visibility and intensity of turbulence. Air visibility is measured 

using the extinction principle, and the concept of light intensity flicker is utilized to calculate the intensity of 

turbulence [37]. A synchronous dimension device for atmospheric visibility and turbulence depth is created 

together with its theory, graph, and experiments [38], [39]. Furthermore, an experimental free space optics 

(FSO) system's visibility measurement choices are evaluated, and attenuation coefficients for optical wireless 

at various laser wavelengths are compared (632 nm, 785 nm, 1310 nm, and 1550 nm) [40], [41]. Therefore, it 

must estimate the visibility of experimental patterns to produce the interference patterns with the highest 

visibility. Meanwhile, we create the fourier-polar transform and combine it with the directional projection to 

determine the carrier fringe pattern's overall visibility [42].  

3D measurement has seen a lot of research on fringe projection profilometry (FPP) [43]. Thus, new 

opportunities to effectively observe current visibility and cloud coverage/height using a camera-based 

observation system [44]. In light of the climatic fluctuations that our planet earth suffers from and its 

repercussions and problems by sending visual signals using the spectra analyzer within short ranges, so the 

goal in this research is to develop a runway visiual way method within a short range for transmissometer and 

to find visibility as it is important in transmission standards at airports. 

 

 

2. THEORETICAL OF TRANSMISSOMETER FOR THE VISIBILITY MEASUREMENT 

The depth of monochromatic light transmitted over a preset channel length is measured using an 

optical instrument called a transmissometer. Meanwhile, visibility deuteriation is measured with a 

transmissometer device. After applying math to calculate visibility, we may then determine the runway visual 

range (RVR) and metrological optical range (MOR) [45]–[47]. The crucial climatic parameter, particularly 

the transparency of the atmosphere, known as the RVR, may be measured objectively. There are two 

different kinds of transmissometers as shown in Figure 1 [4], i) those with a transmitter and a receiver in 

separate units and spaced at a known distance from one another, as shown in Figure 1(a) and ii) those with a 

transmitter and a receiver in the same unit, with the emitted light reflected by a remote mirror or 

retroreflector (the light beam traveling to the reflector and back), as shown in Figure 1(b). The transmittance 

range of the transmissometer is from 0 to 1, with 0 (zero) as the baseline. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1. Types of transmissometers: (a) a transmissometer with two ends and (b) a transmissometer with 

one end 

 

 

2.1.  Rule of fringe visibility 

A two-beam typical fringe pattern represented mathematically interfering factors include [48], [49]: 

 

𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝐼1 + 𝐼2 ± 2√ 𝐼1𝐼2 cos ϴ (1) 
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where I1 and I2 represent the distribution of the intensity of the and is the phase difference ϴ between the two 

respective waves (interfering waves). 

A type of interference, in terms of the amplitude, envelop of the fringe intensity, and the average 

intensity over a given space domain that is the simple density diluted through dust or drop of rain particles is 

Imin and most intensity passes free area Imax, and the visibility V is defined [50], [51]: 

 

𝑉 =  
∆𝐼

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥+𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (2) 

 

where, ΔI: the difference in intensities, Imax: max. of intensity (w/m2), Imin: the min. of depth (w/m2). The 

degree of source coherence, the length difference, and the visibility all affect visibility. The full-scale  

1 (unity) value corresponds to infinite visibility and zero visibility [52]. 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

The chamber glass that is used to execute the lab test symbolizes the system of climate effect on the 

sign: (i) Light supply (785 nm); ii) Chamber glass rooms used to represent, this chamber needs to have the 

functionality to lead to similar weather conditions droplet, light, and heavy dust. The glass chamber should 

be equipped with a water sprayer controlled using an external water pump to function under the circumstance 

state. In addition, the glass room must incorporate a facet fan to spread the soil in the rooms to operate a dust 

state; and iii) Ocean optic machine spectrometer machine analyzer instrument for an obtained sign that can 

detect the received spectrum light. Then, translate it to the laptop with the use of a USP connector. 

Afterward, ocean optic software in the laptop attracts the spectrum of the mild. The graph is shown in decide 

Figure 2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. A method of transmissometer for the visibility measurement diagram 
 

 

Figure 3 represents how the equipment’s arranged to shape the simple transmitter system. Herein, 

laser led commenced to emit his laser beam through the glass room ''chamber'' which in flip carried out the 

character ristic of air effect. Then, after accomplishing the receiver side, the ocean optics spectrum detector 

receives the light and internally translates it to the pc using the serial peripheral interface connector. The 

visibility relies upon the diploma of coherence of the source. There is a significant difference in the length of 

the paths, just as there is with respect to the feature of the spectrum analyzer with regard to the laser supply 

through a chamber glass that has an 80 cm dimension. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Experimental device to calculate the visibility 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The ocean optic software reads the receives signal and appears it via the software through a plot that 

offers the relation between the depth count number of mild and the type of wavelength that was once used in 

the experiment. 

 

4.1.  The impact of heavy and light dust on measurements of visibility 

The ocean optic software reads the receives signal and appears it via the software through a plot that 

offers the relation between the depth count number of mild and the type of wavelength that was once used in 

the experiment. The output laser 785 nm beam from the used optics spectrum software (HR4000), offers the 

relation between depth versus wavelength, as demonstrated in Figure 4. Meanwhile, Figure 5 suggests less 

depth in the presence of moderate (light dust) with the identical laser beam. 

The capacity depth on the same aerosol's increased dust generated a drop in incident laser depth to 

the value (Imin=1223) for the laser's intensity, as shown in Figure 6, in order to determine how to increase the 

dirt's impact on the incident laser beam. When compared to average visibility, low visibility indicates that the 

particle concentration and size are both higher. So, in poor visibility situations, scattering and attenuation 

may be more pronounced. Visibility is measured by calculating the amount of light that is attenuated by 

atmospheric particles (smoke, dust, haze, fog, rain, and snow) as they pass through the particle size [53]. 

Experimental findings showing attenuation in vision function. Meteorological factors like geometric 

attenuation and air attenuation have a substantial impact on FSO link performance [54], [55]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The signal laser represents Imax (at λ=785 nm) in clean inside chamber glass 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. The attenuation of the intensity (Imin) vs. wavelength in (785 nm) with light dust 
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Figure 6. The intensity vs. wavelength of 785 nm with heavy dust 

 

 

4.2.  The effects of raindrops on visibility measures 

When consequences had been compared to all-weather effects, thus indicating that raindrops are 

much less effective using dirt on visibility measurements when calculating the visibility in (2) for light dust, 

heavy dust, and raindrops. From Table 1, the strategy used to degree the permeability within the transmitter 

meter is imperative within the case of tidy thickness and the increment of its particles more than light dust, as 

a result of the weakening of the escalated through the tidy particles of light dust that must be taken into 

consideration by applying an equation over a short distance of 80 cm. 

Raindrops also didn't seem to have as much of an impact on visibility as they did in the dust with the 

new design. Meanwhile, the particle concentration and size are higher than what is expected for visibility. 

Thus, low visibility conditions may result in increased scattering [56] and attenuation [57]. The RVR or 

meteorological optical range is the term used to describe the fundamental meteorological quantity, which is 

the transparency of the atmosphere. Visibility RVR, a method has been proven through previous studies with 

with the limits of kilometers, but the transmissometer using spectrum analyser has a receiver used in our 

current research has proven to measure the visibility, which during short distance. 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of the visibility was calculated for different conditions at max. intensy Imax=16383 w/m2 

using laser diode beam (784.97 nm) 
Weather Intensity(w/m2) Visibility Visibility% 

Light dust 5787 0.478 47.8 

Heavy dust 1223 0.8611 86.11 

Raindrops 16035 0.01073 1.07 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, the visibility dimension uses the transmissometer method or a novel method. The 

visibility used is soon calculated for particular optical course distributions of rain and dust, which is 

increasing with the extended dust. Therefore, in this method, show that: i) the depth of every case of dust 

minimized heavily relative to the whole obtained intensity of the laser beam, ii) the method is particularly 

useful for fringe constract (visibility) patterns that frequently emerge in interferometric experiments, such as 

low contrast low-intensity heavy dust, and increased intensity in raindrops at a short period, and iii) the laser 

transmissometer's visibility measurements at close range raise significance regarding the laser 

transmissometer's optical structures at less than one meter away. So, for a transmissometer with two ends, the 

influence of heavy dust on the dimension of visibility is greater than the impact of raindrops within this close 

range. 
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